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Criminal minds outfoxed script

Welcome. I would like to welcome everyone here this afternoon on behalf of Bob Kerrey, President of New School and myself, Steven Schlesinger, Director of the World Policy Institute, to this very special forum, titled, Big Media: The Fox Effect and Journalism Today. The World Policy Institute prides itself on hosting global interest events, and this is
definitely one of them. For panel discussion and film tonight, we will examine the issues that go to the heart of our American democracy, assessing how they influence the way our country conducts itself at home and abroad. The important question at hand is how to guarantee fair media coverage that can allow our citizens to shape their own minds over the
big things our time in a society dominated by just a few media conglomerates. I'm not going to say much more at this point, so we can get the program moving right together. But I would like to thank Radiah Dove and my own staff for her outstanding efforts in putting this affair together. And of course, I would like to thank the staff of the Center for American
Progress including Raj Goyle and Anna Soellner, and its President, John Podesta, as well as Robert Kuttner, co-editor of American Prospect, to organize this very important symbiosium. Ultimately, I want to remind you who won't hear this panel tonight, that you can hear it live, or then get stabbed on the University website www.dialnsa.edu. I now have the
pleasure of turning the microphone to Michael Tomasky, one of the co-editors of the other American prospects. Thank you, Steve. Good evening friends, american friends, a special response to News Corporation's lawyers in public. I'm sure ... (thank you, in the audience) Yes, you're pretty welcome. And you are very welcome, we try ... (laughs) ... (response
in the crowd) hey ... do I recognize that voice? Is Dick Cheney in public? No, we try, we're actually trying to open-mind here. We're trying quite hard to get conservatives on this panel. Rajeev Goyle of the Center for American Progress will agree with me that he and Eric and I have some conversations through the long list of names. We couldn't think of many
conservatives who found the media concentration very worrying. Go figures. But we tried. I will be very brief. We, we're late to start, and I know you want to hear the panels, and I know that you definitely want to see a movie, and I think you're in for a treat. I just want to say briefly about America's Prospect involvement in this, which I just happened here. This
is the July issue of our magazine. The cover story is on another topic, but the story the media is here. I hope you'll be able to pick it up, I'm told there are thousands of copies out there in the hallway. And I hope you'll go across one and I hope you'll be able to pick it up and read the package where Paul Starr and Arianna are featured, together Jim Fallows,
who couldn't make it tonight, and the main piece, by Robert McChesney, who was also on the west coast and couldn't make it. But it's a great package, and a great piece of journalism by Bob. And it actually changed my mind a little bit because I edited it and read it because when it came and when Raj called me initially to ask me about doing this, I was
happy to do it, we were always happy to work with the Center on whatever we could. But I was, frankly, a little dubious about, the whole prospect. Of course I'm worried about the concentration of the media, but I'm not so hopeful that anything much can be done about it. And as I read Bob McChesney's piece, I thought, ok well, actually, there's probably
something that can be done about it. And I think you'll think just like you're reading an article, and, and maybe as you hear our panellists talking tonight. So, thank you all, and here is the President and CEO of the Center for American Progress, John Podesta. I want to thank Steve Schlesinger and Mike Tomasky, and welcome you for tonight's program. I have
some announcements in addition to fire marshals, please turn off your cell phone ... and as Marshal fires, you can't shout but you can cheer if you hear something you like. As I'm willing to be here, I've been reminded of the wonderful pathways from Thomas Jefferson, who once observed that, the press is the best instrument for brightening the human mind,
improving him as a rational, moral and social person. Now, to be really bright, there are days when I serve in the White House where the proposal tests my trust. And I am sure there are days when it tested President Jefferson when he was in the White House. But at his heart, I think observations are still strongly true. But in reading those words again, I can
only wonder what Jefferson would make of Ruport Murdoch's News Corporation. What is Jefferson or any founder who makes a company like Clear Channel with 1200 of its television stations, or for that matter, its brand new editorial policy with respect to billboards? What would they think of the fact that while Americans have more TV channels than ever
before to choose from, three-quarters of us see content produced by only 5 different media companies? And what would any of those broadcasters whose influence was so great, but journalist ethics was so so dissolfant, that 48% of viewers believed war was desirable because of an unprecedented event? Well, I think we all have a pretty good idea of what
they'll say and that's why we're here this afternoon. We're here because we understand that the media as it belongs and organized today only bears the most fascious resemblance to that Jeffersonian vision. We are here because instead of being a force increases lighting, today's media congress is sometimes the opposite. I think this isn't a new
phenomenon. Long before Fox or Clear Channel, there was a William Randolph Hearst. You've probably heard an old story of how in 1897 Frederick Remington, an artist and illustration, was sent on assignments to Cuba for the New York Journal of Hearst. Remington was supposed to close the uprising against The Spanish colonial rule. According to at
least one account, Remington wanted to go home and send Hearst a telegram from Havana who said Everything was quiet. There are no problems here. There will be no war. I'd like to go back. Listen to the supposed answer is, Please remain. You give the pictures, and I'll give it a war. Today of course, we don't have the Hearst New York Journal, we have
the New York Post. (Holding post front pages.) For you behind, this is a picture of Vice President Gephardt with President Kerry. (Laughs.) Now, at least Hearst can deliver the news he made. The British Political Theorist, Harold Laski, once said that people without reliable news, sooner or later, people without the basis of freedom. And I think Jefferson
would agree with that and I think the people on this panel would agree with that. And I want to get to that. I would like to welcome and introduce our moderators for tonight, Eric Alterman. Eric is a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, but more importantly, he is the most senior fellow at the World Policy Institute at The New School. He is the
author of four books, including What Liberal Media? Eric, take it. thank you. I am very happy with this event, for many reasons. One of them was, as John said, I was able to wear my two caps at once. And I am often divided between my loyalty. I told Arthur Schlesinger today at lunchtime - I felt loyalty divided between the World Policy Institute, which I've
been linked to for nineteen years, and the Center for American Progress, which paid me, and it's hard to... it's actually not very hard, if you can tell. But, it's pleasing not to have to decide between them. Another reason why I was really happy with this event and the way it turned out, was I thought it was a really smart event. Our side, and when I say our side, I
mean liberals, liberal journalists and journalists. And I don't, you don't have to be liberal to be a good journalist. But, both sides, both liberal and journalists, only professional journalists have been attacked by highly well-funded, orderly, disciplined right-wing machines over the last 30 or 40 years. And the response to this attack has, until about two or three
years ago, is very tepid. I'd say until absolutely Florida when people start to wake up. And I would imagine, I wouldn't ask for a hand show, but Will imagine that there are a few of you here who are here to see the movies, rather than necessarily to hear a bunch of scholars or writers who are really interesting talking about media concentrations, but you'll get
both and you'll be better for it. And when you leave, and when you leave, leave, will be a better citizen and you will go out there and do what you need to do in the first place. And we never knew how to do this kind of thing. We've never had filmmakers like Robert Greenwald and this guerrilla distribution technique, and we don't have a collaborative institute,
we don't have MoveOn, we don't have Liberal Radio, we don't have all these blogs, we don't, we don't know how to respond. And I think this is the reaction that will serve, whatever your politics is, it serves the republic that so many people will come out and discuss what is very complicated but a very significant issue. So thank you everyone for coming. Now,
no one tells me this, do you have this? (Holding program books.) Everyone gets this? So I don't have to do a long introduction. I'll skip that. I want to start this way. And I will explain to you my thoughts because we have no secrets in this room. I'll start with Paul Starr, who has just written a great book called Media Creation, and he'll give us a bit of a historical
perspective on how this moment in media history and media concentration fits the continuity of the past. Then, I'll turn to John Nichols, who is here both as John Nichols and Robert McChesney who couldn't be here. John and Robert together were the founders of a really cool organization that I relied on - Free Press - but couldn't remember the name. And
John will take us to this moment in terms of the creation of this truly exciting movement that has a huge amount – I think all of us will admit that none of us expect that the media focus movement will succeed and power like that. And it is, to tell you the truth, it's one of the inspirations for this project at the Center - it's just, the kind of idea that this is something
we haven't expected and it would be a good idea to know more about it and try to help along with whatever we can. Then I would ask Arianna to make her always unique and a bright and well-spoken insight. Arianna needs to go early, she does us a favour by being here when she gets on the plane to make and she shouldn't be here. He, I offered an apology
to him. And then I'll call Dean Lemann, by the idea of it, Dean, that I get your feelings a little more skeptical about the importance of this problem or the ability, from reading your piece, and reading your other work, that you're not as excited about this as we are, and I we can use some of your intellectual discipline so that we can understand this in, and sharp
our response. If we can't convince you in the evening, we'll need to invite you back continuously until we can — although maybe we want to show different movies in the future. Anyway, take Paul Starr. Thank you, Eric = What a great company this afternoon. The lord of the right-wing newspaper is not new in American politics or in the American media. In the
1930s, liberals on the left were just as disappointed about William Randolph Hearst because we might be about Rupert Murdoch and Fox. And in fact, that anger led to the film, in 1941. Orson Welles made it - Citizen Kane - a pretty heavy precedent for Robert Greenwald to match. But what's the difference? Why is the situation today worse than in the past?
Is it any longer disturbing? I think there are four changes that make this situation today more of a problem. In 1941, the Hearst newspaper only represented a fraction of the total circulation of newspapers in America. Most newspapers are still independently owned. And perhaps more importantly, publishers who dominate the press differ from those who
control the radio, which is different than those who run the film. Today, of course, we have companies that reach out to the media, Murdoch's News Corp, Viacom, Disney, Time-Warner. There hasn't been anything like that in the last few decades. There is a lot of concentration in the radio in particular, but here's the second difference between then and now.
In 1941, the New Deal, Roosevelt's FCC, tried to limit media power. In fact, in 1941 the FCC declared the first limit of ownership on radio stations and it established rules that led to the break-up of NBC into two parts; that's what results in the ABC. Now, today, of course, we have the opposite administration, whose decision leads to an increased concentration
of media power. Third difference: intellectual property law. Very relevant, I'm afraid, for some questions swirling about this movie. In recent decades, Congress and the courts have increased the duration and scope of copyright, and that the expansion of intellectual property rights has gone so far that it now threatens freedom of expression because creative
and critical work often depends on being able to use and alter existing cultural elements. And the problem is more serious because so much of our culture today is owned by a handful of companies, potentially giving those companies, such as News Corp, the ability to restrict criticism of their practices. And it's a coalition changing copyright law and more
culturally concentrated possession that makes these developments so dangerous to freedom of speech and both politics and art. Fourth: partisanship intensification in the media. Some developments since the late 1980s have combined to set a sharp increase in the kind of ideological intensity in the media today. And the main elements are, first of all, the
end of the Justice Doctrine in 1987, which allowed the broadcasting station to be over one side, and then the rise of TV channels, which created incentives for the differentiation of ideological products. And finally, the battle for control of public opinion Democrats and Republicans, conservatives and liberals, are deep in that is now so similarly matched, that
was not just the 2004 election, but Congress and so on, teeter in the balance. And so the fighting has spilled into the media. Now I don't think there's anything wrong with partisan journalism, ideological journalism. I am a co-editor of American Prospect. I certainly couldn't hold that view. But I am worried, because our side lacks financial strength, it has no
conservative base to do. And so it actually wasn't even a fight. And until recently, too, our side had been too embarrassed, and even hands in responding to the attack on us. So, we need more vitality that I think we'll see in the movie tonight, that we've seen in cinemas with Fahrenheit. And I hope we have turned a corner even though we are facing deep
structural problems. thank you. I was always troubled when I was on the panel and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and Al Franken were in public. Something in the world is out of order. But, I'm happy to be here, and I'm happy to be in New York City. I'm from rural Wisconsin, so I didn't get to the big city a lot. But I am constantly reminded of the fact that we are told
that if a nuclear bomb is to hit a big city, what will remain is a rat. And, in my view, the equivalent of a nuclear bomb has hit journalism, and it's not so big surprising that Rupert Murdoch thrives on. I made that comparison not to suggest that Rupert Murdoch was a rat, although I thought Robert might do so later. Instead, I made the proposal because it was
important to understand what's going on in our media today and have some perspectives on Rupert Murdoch, Fox, and the overall crisis of our media. Rupert Murdoch is not Dr. Strangelove, and Fox is not a bomb. On the other hand, they are what remains after you destroy basic standards in journalism and basic structures governing media monopoly,
consolidation, and concentration. Murdoch is not a crisis. He is a symptom of the crisis. And this crisis is so severe at this point that even journalists have begun to recognise it. In fact, as I showed it to our panel - and I say this hopes for a good treatment, I am a graduate of your fine institution, along with Pat Buchanan ... But what people need to understand
is that over the last 25 years in particular, Congress and the FCC have been engaged in a radical rewriting of regulations for ownership, the consolidation of the relationship between media outlets. And that radical rewriting - rejected by people like Murdoch, but certainly not by it alone - has created a media system defined by greatness. And greatness, by its
nature, is anti-journalism. In fact, Jefferson and Madison understand that Good. Their concerns are always with ownership issues, and always with diversity issues. They want to make sure that there are as many people communicating as best they can. Madison has a proposal - typical of Madison - that the government should provide every side of an issue
paper and ways to print, and then allow both parties to put their views there, and then the government will distribute it. One of the first debates in the Continental Congress is about whether you will charge anything to send correspondence. The gap is between Alexander Hamilton, who suggests that, yes you should have a bit of an allegation, you know,
otherwise anyone would do it, and Madison, Patrick Henry, others, who argued that there were no charges at all, because there should be no economic limitations on the ability of the people to communicate their ideas and to make the media. Now, it is clear we have moved to a place now where there is absolute economic control over the ability of the people
to create media. We have one of the most regulated media in the developed world. The problem is that it is regulated, at almost every turn, to reward large media companies, and to allow them to be larger. The problem with this is that large media companies by their nature are less interested in ideas and journalism than they are in making money. That's a
natural progression. And, when you get to that, you change your value a lot. Civic and democratic values, a sense of the importance of real debate, real discussion, are replaced by commercial and entertainment values. We see that big writ in our media today. Big media no longer go to the ends of the earth to find a story. They are more interested in wearing
head talk to talk about stories. Why? Because it doesn't cost much to put a talking head on TV. So you have a television program after a television program where people debate what's going on, but they don't actually have reporters who actually go out and see it, talk about it, kind of digging up a story. The worst part is that what they are talking about is
meaningless. It doesn't actually mean that. And, there's a push to go for it that's interesting. And so you end up with a situation where we know far more about Peterson Drawers than we know about why healthcare costs are rising. We know far more about - well, let me put it this way - there are millions of Americans, including apparently our vice president,
who think that Saddam Hussein has something to do with 9/11. That wasn't put there by any journalist. There are no journalists coming out and proving that. It's there because you've called a news program, where people are just flat saying, yes, there's a connection, or there's something going on there, or they make suggestions ... I will slow you down,
because I want to - by the way, that figure is 70% when we go to war. I will you just because we started a little late. Can you switch to the discussion section where you just catch us on the movement you've brought in. What all feeds into is a situation where you have a large number of people in this country who feel very angry with media, and feeling very
disconnected from it. They didn't feel they got information from him anymore. They don't feel that it serves a democratic or small civic purpose. It's actually both to them. Or, at best, do not provide them with what they need. And, I disagree with one of the things one of our proposers says, that they don't expect to see conservatives in public. I don't think this is
a conservative or liberal issue. What we've seen is that there are huge concerns across the political spectrum, and one of the reasons for that - one of the reasons why Michael Moore's film is so successful - is because people don't feel they're getting core information from the media anymore. They feel that what they get is entertainment, and sometimes a
kind of hyperventilating patriotism that doesn't go to core issues. So, about a year ago, a little over a year ago, the FCC, led by Michael Powell, who gained his position in the old way, by becoming the son of someone in power, decided to implement a series of regulatory changes - a radical rule change - that would allow large media to be dramatically larger.
At the time it was assumed that regulatory changes would be passed with little complaint, and it would be like every other regulatory change in recent years. Instead, we see dramatic contributors of anger and opposition. More than 700,000 communicated with the FCC, more than 2 million people have communicated with Congress. And, after the FCC
approved regulatory changes, Congress - both the House and Senate, in different forms - voted to overcome them. We now have courts in Philadelphia that have actually put them on hold, sending them back to the FCC, and say, you can't proceed with this. The reason all this has happened is not because Congress and the Court suddenly wake up to the
fact that the media is a problem. The reason it happens is because people start organizing around the media as an issue. And this is a dramatic change. And I'll leave it with this. In recent years, a few decades ago, media policy in the country has been made behind closed doors, in our name but without our informed consent, by very self-interested people,
including Rupert Murdoch. The people have not been part of the discussion at all. What has happened in the last year - and I think largely because of the war in Iraq and because of the deep anger among many people about the horrific coverage that led to the war - a lot of people have been involved in that media debate. And they've pushed the door open,
and say, we want to be part discussion. We think that there should be concerns of public interest here. We argue that there should be some value beyond just making the big media more profitable. And there has been incredible success in that, but that success is only the beginning. We haven't really won any fights yet. We've stopped something bad from
happening. We have halted FCC regulations — the radical one, and will allow the big media to be bigger – but what we need to do now, as a citizen, is to get dramatically more involved in the fight to reverse the patterns that currently exist. And the only way we will do that is if we have a different FCC, not with current leadership, and different Congress, who
are more interested in saying, you know, look, we want a media system in this country that definitely makes a profit for its owners, but also profitable to society and democracy. That's a radical change we need. And I think Robert's film is part of taking apart one aspect of the media. All you have to do is keep in mind that Rupert Murdoch isn't all and end-all of
what's wrong with the media. He's just a crisis plunger that we need to be involved in. So, Eric said that they couldn't find anything conservative to be on the panel, so they got me, a reformist conservative who saw the light. I agree with what John and Bob wrote in the magazine, but I also say that it's not enough to talk about reuniting hardware, about the
FCC, about media concentrations. We also need to talk about software: I mean, what happens to journalism, what happens to journalists. What do we do about giving spinal transplant journalism in this country? Because look, for example, the way, as John mentioned, the lead to the war in Iraq was covered: one of the most embarrassing moments in
American journalism. But look also now by the way the CIA report is covered. I mean, this is one of the biggest, most devastating scandals in American history. And, do you get that taste by opening your newspaper every morning? Did you get that taste by watching CNN? I think one of the problems with journalism is that it suffers from Attention Deficit
Disorder. So, basically, the story is protected, and then they turn to another story. Sometimes stories are protected and protected and protected ... Remember Kosovo? It was so protected that CNN had its own music for Kosovo: it was, the duh-duh-duh Kosovo, then they actually recycled the music and it became the duh-duh-duh Iraq. But, what happened to
Kosovo now? I mean, how many people even in this highly informed audience know how bad things are in Kosovo. It was suddenly off the screen of the journalism radar. And one of the reasons is the fact that journalism has become so vote-driven. I heard Paul say that we are a country that is totally divided, and every time I hear that I must say I'm irritant.
Because we are not a country at all We're just a divided country altogether if you exclude 50% of eligible voters who refuse to vote. And mainstream journalism has now accepted this as a fact of life. Whenever you hear we are a country that is totally divided, please remember it is not true. Because, we cannot really be a thriving democracy and accept the
fact that 100 million people will never vote again, which is the only way that we are a country is totally divided. But, look, we're Greeks giving you democracy. And you've twisted it. And I for one person are unwilling to accept this fact. But we have a series of endless facts like that repeated endlessly on cable news, so that, like the relationship between
Saddam and Al Qaeda, they become completely accepted by a big majority. We also have, I basically refuse to watch them. When Kobe Bryant or Peterson Drawer came, I changed the channel, and although the only thing left for me to watch was a golf channel, that's where I went, and I didn't play golf. But, this is the only thing we have left to really do
anything about these relentless media trivials, and the absentness to weigh in on what matters and what doesn't matter. The other problem with overemphasis on polling is that often, journalism and the way politicians are protected are driven by their poll numbers. Do you remember the days when George Bush hovered around 77%? There was a sudden
concentration on behalf of journalism. Well, if his approval rating is more than 70%, we can't really ask him any tough questions at the press conference. And I'm not saying they actually think that way, but they act that way. It took his approval rating dropping, before journalists started asking any tough questions. And that is another embarrassing way in which
journalists operate. And, let me just say something about Outfoxed, which I watched yesterday because I won't be able to watch it tonight. Now, Outfoxed is supposed to come out by mainstream journalism. Why isn't any publication dealing with journalism ... Why didn't they do Fox exposure long before Robert Greenwald? Why didn't they find a memo that
Robert Greenwald has? I mean, only one memo you'll see there that says, basically, that we don't have to mourn too much to lose American life, and then you see the same talking point in the memo repeatedly by anchoring after anchoring. Why not surface it in a different way than through Robert Greenwald's films. That is a huge indication of the priorities of
our journalists. But let me end an optimistic note. I believe that the media activism that we have through blogosphere – through blogging, through the kind of pursuit of a relentless story – is where hope lies. If you remember the story of Trent Lott, for just one instance, there were plenty of journalists, many mainstream media present when Trent Lott gave a
racist speech at Strom Thurmond's birthday party. Abc In fact, at 4:30 a.m., and then doesn't show it anymore, not on Good Morning America, not at anything. It took George Marshall, and other bloggers, to remain in this endless story, until Trent Lott had to resign. And that's the power of blogging. That's the power of the internet. And that's really why,
ultimately, there's hope. Because if journalists, whether in their blog or in any publication, stay with the story until there are results, results, indeed we can change American journalism. Nick, you can say whatever you want, but I have a question I want you to remember, namely: I wonder if anything you hear tonight - in your capacity as a Columbia dean -
strikes you as an unsuitable criticism for journalism. In other words, do we ask for journalism to be something that cannot and probably shouldn't. Let me kind of circle my way around it. This way, if you have a plane to catch, don't feel you have to stay to listen to me. I will stay and listen to you. You can criticize me. I want to be here. (Laughs) All I want to do
is just raise some points that I think people are becoming too easy. But, before I do that, I want to raise a few points where I carefully agree with what has been said. I'd rather speak as myself than as a dean, because, you know, titles can't talk, etc. The last thing I did before becoming dean really closed the run of war in Iraq. And I was a little disappointed by
the general performance of my colleagues in the press, which mostly, when it counted, warm was pro-war, didn't question the basic premise, and didn't get access to what we knew now was the existing information that would be allowed for that question. I don't, by the way, think that it is ... I think that's more of a kind, phenomenal anthropologist of the
Washington press corps than the economic structure of the press phenomenon, but we'll leave it for later. I also thought - and this was in Mr. McChesney's article, and I really wanted to sign him massively - that the strange journalists were uncomfortable with this debate, and kind of absent from it. And journalists should be more aggressively interested in
issues of media regulation and focus. Why don't they? Why don't we? Again, I think it's a kind of anthropological cause, or a reason that has to do with the culture and psychology of journalists. Journalists like the idea of a hero journalist who is a carrier of truth, and they are very uncomfortable with the idea that the person exists in a kind of web or context of
the arrangement: political order, legal arrangement, economic arrangement, regulatory arrangement. So, it's very intense, sort of uncomfortable for journalists to think - but we should think, we must start to think hard and clearly about which arrangement is more friendly to journalism and that isn't. It's not - the most journalist willing to do is say, well, it's a hero
journalist, I guess then we'll admit that it's good, the editor drives hard, and then I guess maybe we'll go one step further and admit that it's great to have a benign owner, but that's it You know, don't talk to us about the FCC and the Commerce Committee, etc. And that's absolutely unscrupulous journalists, and we should sort of step onto the plate and get
involved. Now, some of the things I want are just sort of raising some about what seems too traceable assumptions. One is, it hasn't been exactly expressed, but sort of implied, that there have been some glory days in the past when journalism is fantastic and now it's horrible. I mean, I felt this very strongly because what I happened to do now was finishing a
book about events in 1875, and I was in the middle of 1875 journalism, and it wasn't a gorgeous picture. One pretty thing about it is that the quality of the prose is much higher than you read today. But, you know, it's heartbreaking to read - this is about the end of Reconstruction - to read, you know, The Nation, and the Atlantic Monthly, and the New York
Times says it's not worth fishing Negro voters in the South, let's drop that... with enthusiasm. I know The Nation has at least changed its position on that. I can't speak for the New York Times. (Laughs) It has. They all have. But, you know, it's really amazing how little a voice other than perhaps Frederick Douglass is in the press that sounds interesting today.
During Hearst's ascendancy period, as Paul mentions, he has a very small percentage of the press, but should also be said that a large majority of newspapers, as you know, Arthur, are Republican and anti-Roosevelt with vehemence. So, let's think about this as an creation, not a recovery, which I think leads to clearer thoughts. Some of the other things I
think are important differences to make. As John says briefly, but I just want to really hammer home, the focus issue is a bipartisan issue... Bipartisan sounds goo-goo and neutral type. It's a hot partisan issue, ambidextrous, with many conservatives, especially motion conservatives as a passionate advocate of media concentration. What these guys feel, you
know, I'm only going to be sort of a little mischievously notes, only one of the big media companies has mentioned on this panel so far. A lot of conservatives out there can have panels like this where they say, you know, Disney, Time Warner, and Viacom promoting the liberal agenda and we need to break them down. What they mean by that is - and this is
the kind of common paradox of American politics - they think culturally more than politics, I think. They think that these big media companies, their products embody liberal culture in some very difficult ways to transfer but are very keenly felt by many conservatives. Where I would with this is to say: don't assume that a de-media concentration team victory will
lead to either a decline in conservative media or an increase in the liberal media, or even a kind of liberalisation Country. It could lead to more conservative media. There are a lot of conservatives out there in America, and many of them are just burning with resettlement against, you know, big media companies, media establishment companies. So, I think it's



a good reason, but I think someone should be careful assume that it is a cause that will be friendly to liberalism. One other difference I want to draw, which I think is very important for everyone to think about, and especially for journalists to think about: journalism is not an easy or simple thing. Actually we're all talking about the line between news and
entertainment. It's very difficult to think of a news organization that we respect and love that doesn't have a single entertainment scintilla. One thinks of comic poems in this Country, for example. Is that news or entertainment? And likewise, it's hard to think of a news organization that has no clue or commercial footprint about it... You know, the most do. If you
concentrate on the press at large, I think it's going to be a healthy thing for the country. It will be a very healthy thing for free, openly, less between political communication and debate in the country. What Arianna talks about with blogs, you can see happening a lot, more, especially on cable television and on the radio, and a little bit in the newspapers too. So,
you can have a lot of very wealthy political opinions going on in this country, which as I said, not necessarily all liberals, probably won't be all liberals, can be particularly conservative. Something to think about. There are other boxes that I don't want to set up neatly and call it journalism, but I want to sort of make some eyes careful. If you think of something,
just to choose a close example in hand, this week's wonderful New York Times series on rail crossings, which is a real challenge to corporate interests and corporate power, presents a surprising picture I think will make a difference. It's really expensive to do that kind of thing. You have to send a team of reporters and pay them for a long time to do such a
project. You may need to have some institutions standing to get a response from powerful ones. That would obviously help if the press had been more aggressive in running the war in Iraq. You may need to have a kind of journalist-trained power, but it certainly is labor-intensive and intensive capital, and it's also great to have the reach that the New York
Times has. So, what I'm saying is, don't assume that simply by making a lot of broadband available to voice in the communications media, which will necessarily lead to more types of reporting - that is just one part of journalism, but it's a dear part to the vast majority of our hearts - which we admire. I would suggest in the debate - and this is sort of to close the
circle - one reason why I think journalists should this debate, journalists should join this debate as very keen to promote reporting. What kind of structural solutions and regulation is the most friendly to the kind of reporting exercises that not every blogger and radio host can do. And I think I'll just end up with the most uncomfortable truth for journalists, namely:
it could be that federal coercion is a matter - especially in the realm of broadcasting - that would be the most friendly to what most of us would think of as good journalism. And I think there used to be better journalism on TV, at least in documentaries, at least on the network, and that's not just because Edward R. Murrow is a wonderful person, but because of
federal coercion. One thing is difficult for journalists to think about, but something we should think of. I'll stop there. there.
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